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Overview: This abstract describes the Mars Cli-

mate Sounder II (MCSII), a mature, low-cost, low-risk 
atmospheric sounder investigation ideally suited to a 
2018 Mars orbiter opportunity. MCSII is derived from 
the successful MCS and Diviner instruments on the 
Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO) and Lunar 
Reconaissance Orbiter (LRO) missions, and builds 
directly on the work already completed for the Exo-
Mars Climate Sounder (EMCS) instrument selected to 
fly on the recently cancelled NASA/ESA ExoMars 
Trace Gas Orbiter (EMTGO) mission. MCS has been 
returning atmospheric profiles from Mars continuously 
since 24th September 2006 [1], and the MCS flight 
instrument is shown in Figure 1. 

MCSII would map daily, global, pole-to-pole pro-
files of atmospheric temperature, dust, water ice, CO2 
ice, and water vapor. These measurements could be 
made from sun-synchronous orbiters like MRO or rap-
idly precessing orbiters such as EMTGO which cover 
all local times adding a new dimension to the data ob-
tained from earlier missions. Atmospheric profiles 
would be assimilated into Mars General Circulation 
Models (MGCMs) to generate global, interpolated 
fields of measured and derived parameters such as 
wind. 

 
Figure 1 – The MRO/MCS flight instrument during 
thermal vacuum testing at JPL 

MCSII is an infrared, limb-sounding, filter radiom-
eter which uses 9 spectral channels from 12 - 45 µm to 
address its measurement objectives. MCSII instrument 
parameters are summarized in Table 1. The 270° eleva-
tion/azimuth articulation of the instrument would pro-
vide full coverage of the downward hemisphere allow-
ing limb observations in all directions and giving daily, 
global, pole-to-pole coverage of Mars from a nadir-
oriented spacecraft. Uncooled, 21-element, linear 
thermopile arrays in each spectral channel are the ena-

bling technology of MCSII, permitting atmospheric 
profiles to be derived from limb staring observations 
with better sensitivity and geometrical stability than 
limb scanning can provide. 
Table 1 – MCSII instrument parameters. 

 
MCSII would make full use of EMCS design and 

hardware heritage which, in turn, benefited from MCS 
flight instrument heritage [2]. The instrument would be 
built at JPL by the hardware and science teams that 
developed EMCS. Because of its heritage, EMCS is 
well ahead of schedule. Most of its mechanical parts 
have already been fabricated, and by the closeout of 
the TGO mission in 9/2012, the flight focal planes, the 
actuator hardware, and the EM electronics boards and 
software testing will be complete. The only changes 
anticipated for MCSII are modifications to the space-
craft interfaces. However, MCSII science objectives 
could be modified significantly by changing one or 
more of its 9 spectral filters, with little impact on exist-
ing hardware heritage. 
 

Science and Measurement Objectives: 
The baseline science and measurement objectives 

of the MCSII investigation are to: 
Extend the MRO/MCS climatology of high verti-

cal resolution measurements of the lower and middle 
atmosphere of Mars. 

MCSII would determine the diurnal, seasonal and 
long-term variability of temperature, aerosol, and wa-
ter vapor. MCSII climatology combined with data as-
similation, would greatly improve our understanding of 
atmospheric circulation and transport on all time 
scales. MCSII would address the high priority decadal 
survey goal to understand the process and history of 
climate (Visions and Voyages, 2012, NRC Press) as 
well as the highest priority objective in MEPAG Goal 
II on Climate. 
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Support future manned & robotic Mars missions 
with measured climatology and near real-time density 
profile retrievals for landing and aerocapture, just as 
MRO/MCS supported the Phoenix landing and is 
supporting the Mars Science Laboratory landing. 

By 2018, there may be no surviving instrument in 
Mars orbit able to provide these data. MCS II tempera-
ture and aerosol observations would address several of 
the highest priority precursor measurements for 
manned missions in MEPAG Goal IV and the Human 
Mission Strategic Knowledge Gaps. 

Measure the fundamental martian atmospheric 
state needed to support & provide synergy with many 
classes of atmospheric observations and missions. 

All dedicated atmospheric measurements need to be 
interpreted in the context of the background atmos-
pheric state. MCSII would provide the necessary daily, 
global, high vertical resolution fields of temperature, 
aerosol distribution, and water vapor concentration. 
For example, if an attempt is made to recover EMTGO 
science objectives, MCSII atmospheric state measure-
ments, combined with data assimilation, would charac-
terize the transport, sources and sinks of trace gases 
measured by other instruments. Similarly, MCSII 
could provide context for observations from surface 
meteorological packages or other atmospheric instru-
ments.  
 

The assimilation of measured atmospheric fields in-
to Mars General Circulation Models is central to the 
science objectives of MCSII. This was the primary role 
of our European Co-Investigators on EMCS and we 
will maintain this connection. Assimilation schemes 
are now being developed using MRO/MCS data and 
would provide the derived fields, such as wind, needed 
to understand atmospheric circulation and transport. 

 
Observations and anticipated results: 
The baseline science and measurement objectives 

of MCSII are addressed by the 9 spectral intervals 
summarized in Table 2. 
Table 2 - MCSII channel responses and objectives. 

 

From a 400 km altitude orbit MCSII has 0-90 km 
vertical coverage and the 5 km vertical resolution 
needed to resolve important atmospheric structure. 
There is considerable flexibility in orbit altitude (z) as 
both coverage and resolution vary as z1/2 at the limb. 
Figure 2 shows a schematic of the nominal MCSII 
fields-of-view (FOVs) projected on the limb of Mars.  

 
Figure 2 - Nominal MCSII FOVs at the limb of Mars. 

Based on the performance of MRO/MCS, and wa-
ter vapor retrieval simulations, MCSII obtains atmos-
pheric profiles with an accuracy of 1-2 K in tempera-
ture, < 0.0001 km-1 in aerosol opacity and, below 30 
km, < 10 ppm (0.7 pr.µm) in water vapor mixing ratio. 

 
Figure 3 - One day of night-time temperature coverage 
of Mars from MRO/MCS. 

Figure 3 shows 24 hours of MRO/MCS tempera-
ture retrievals displayed as curtains overlaid on Mars 
altimetry using Google Earth. The season is northern 
spring (Ls = 39°) and the curtains show night-time 
temperatures from 0-80 km with a vertical resolution 
of 5 km ranging from 120 K (purple) to 200 K (green).  

The daily, global coverage of temperature, aerosols 
and water vapor expected from MCSII would be simi-
lar to Figure 3. Observation strategies can easily be 
modified to compensate for a range of different orbit 
altitudes and inclinations. 
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